One texture, many results. The real face value in Blender.
In this short tutorial, I’ll explain, how to use a single texture to achieve some different and
interesting results:

All I’ve done here, is based on the creating faces in Edit Mode and UV unwrapping them.
Note – for easier demonstration, square mesh is shown in Vertex Select mode. In the actual
manipulations, Face Select mode was used. Remember to use Face Select when unwrapping and
working in UV View.
The first rectangle texturing is done by simplest unwrap of a single face, nothing fancy here:

Next rectangle is cut into 2 faces:

The third rectangle was divided into 2 triangle faces:

The simplest way to do the cut, is selecting two diagonal verticles and joining them (select both
then press “J”)
Next mesh is split into 4 triangular faces.
The fourth example is trickier. First, you will need to setup coordinates of the 2D cursor, placing it
in the exact centre of the texture. It’s simple, because the only thing to calculate the coordinates is to
divide your square texture size by 2. For 1024x1024 centre will be 512. Enter 512 in your x and y
cursor coordinates.

Rotation with “-” means, that you should rotate counter-clockwise.

I’ve chosen the octagonal shape for the latest example. When you’re dealing with many differently
scaled and rotated faces in UV, it’s good idea to temporary hide some faces so you can’t
accidentally select them. Select faces you won’t change for now and press “H” to hide them. To
reveal them again, press “Alt+H”
First, let’s manage blue marble faces

Next, I’ll do the “pattern” faces, but first change Rotation Pivot:

After that, I’ll unwrap each face separately (click on the face, press “U”, choose Unwrap, repeat
face by face)

Unhide all.
And here’s the result:

BTW – the examples I used here, have overlapping faces in UV. In NWN this works just fine, but is
considered not a good idea in some other Blender projects.

